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To
Sh. S.K. Gupta (ITS)
CGMT, Punjab
Sub:-Reduction

of expenditure

of Punjab circle with efficient

It is submitted

that sufficient

utilization

of senior AGMs.

Respected Sir
no. of SDEs / AGMs have been promoted

in the recent

past and now a good no. of AGMs are available in Punjab Circle. Sir, there is a no. of DGMs in PB
circle parented to the other circle who have service less than 3 years. Keeping in view their age,
health

and social

recommended

responsibilities

and forwarded

Circle considerably.

their

requests

to corporate

for transfer

to their

parent

circle

office. This will reduce salary expenditure

Since Punjab circle is having good

no. of AGMs (Regular) with

may be
of Punjab
a service

experience more than 25 years can be given look after charge of DGM as their substitutes.
With this kind action salary expenditure

borne by Punjab circle will be reduced considerably,

DGMs parented to other circles can be utilized in their parented circle efficiently
with rich experience can be posted as their substitute
offices can be managed beautifully.

It is further

and overcrowding

and senior AGMs

of AGMs at SSA and circle

added that executive staff posted in offices and in

field may please be rationalized to improve the revenue of Punjab by increasing earning hands in the
field.

With regards

,

~1
( Mohd Jamil )
Circle Secretary AIBSNLEA PB.

Copy to:1.

The General Secretary AIBSNLEA CHQ New Delhi for information

2.

Circle President AIBSNLEA Punjab Circle for information
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